We are pleased to invite all Aero Clubs of FAI to participate in the International Space Models World Cup Competition “ANDRITZ SPACE CUP 2016”.

ORGANIZER: Slovenský národný aeroklub M.R. Štefánika Zväz modelárov Slovenska LMK Humenné

DATE: 10-12.06.2016.

CONTEST SITE: Airfield Kamenica nad Cirochou (N 48° 56' 4.524" E 21° 59' 35.232"). Airfield is a plain area situated 7 km from Humenné city.

CONTEST CLASSES: WORLD CUP: S4A, S6A, S7, S8E/P, S9A.

OPEN SLOVAK CHAMPIONSHIP
S1A - juniors
S1B - seniors
S5B - juniors
S5C - seniors

FREQUENCIES: 35MHz; 40MHz; 2,4 GHz

PARTICIPANTS: Competition is open for all members of FAI NAC having valid FAI sporting license.


CONTEST DIRECTOR: Ing. Vojtech Gavroň

FAI JURY: Mr. Tadeusz Kasprzycki (Poland)
Mr. Vladimir Svec (Slovakia)
Mr. Arpád Csontos (Slovakia)

SCALE JUDGE: Mr. Miodrag Pelagic (Slovakia)
Mr. Zoran Pelagic (Slovakia)
Mr. Ivo Horvat (Slovakia)

RANGE SAFETY OFFICER: Mr. Ján Maixner (Slovakia)

OFFICIAL LANGUAGES: Slovak, English.

ENTRY FEE: The participation fee for the contest is: 35 EUR for senior competitor, 20 EUR for junior competitor, to be paid at registration.
ALTIMETER DEPOSIT: The deposit shall be an amount of **50 Euro** and shall be returned when the altimeters and batteries are returned.

PROTEST: According to FAI Sporting Code with a deposit of 50 EUR.

ACCOMMODATION: Organizer reserve subject to timely Preliminary Entries the accommodation following:

Detské rekreačné zariadenie LESIK, Kamenica nad Cirochou.
Price 8,5€ per person per night.
Low accommodation standard.

**Other possibilities for accommodation, reservation makes contestant.**

- **BUNKER Pub Humenné**, Kukorelliho 1503/42, Humenne, Tel.: +421 918 405 730, ubytovnahumenne@gmail.com [www.apartmanyhumenne.sk](http://www.apartmanyhumenne.sk)
  Price on the hotel website.

- **Hotel ALIBABA*** [http://hotelalibaba.sk/](http://hotelalibaba.sk/)
  Price on the hotel website.

MEALS: Lunch and dinner at field, price 5€ for each.

BANQUET: 10 EUR per person.

PAYMENTS: All payments in EURO(€).

AWARDS: Diplomas and medals will be awarded for three individual first places in each category, winners also awarded cups. First of the best junior in each category will be awarded special diplomas and trophies.

ARIVAL AND REGISTRATION CHAMPIONSHIP 9. June 2016 from 17.00 to 21.00 in the LESIK in Kamenica nad Cirochou for participants in SLOVAK

10. June 2016 from 18.00 to 21.00 in the LESIK in Kamenica nad Cirochou for participants in WORLD CUP

SCHEDULE: **Thursday 9. June 2016**
- from 17.00 to 21.00 arrival, accommodation, registration, delivery of the models for class S5.
Friday, 10. June 2016
- 10.00 - Opening ceremony SLOVAK CHAMPIONSHIP
- 10.15 - 13.15 - contest in class S1
- 13.15 - 14.00 - lunch
- 14.00 - 17.00 - contest in class S5
- 18.00 - 21.00 – arrival, accommodation, registration to WORLD CUP and delivery S7 models in LESIK

Saturday, 10. June 2016
- 8.00 - opening ceremony
- 8.30 - 9.30 - first round S4A
- 9.30 - 10.15 - second round S4A
- 10.15 - 11.00 - third round S4A
- 11.00 - 12.00 - lunch
- 12.00 - 13.00 - first round S6A
- 13.00 - 13.45 - second round S6A
- 13.45 - 14.30 - third round S6A
- 14.30 - 15.30 - first round S9A
- 15.30 - 16.15 - second round S9A
- 16.15 - 17.00 third round S9A
- 17.00 - 18.00 - FLY OFF
- from 20.00 Prizing and banquet in LESIK

Sunday, 12. June 2016
- 8.30 - 12.30 - contest in class S8E/P
- 12.00 - 12.30 - lunch
- 12.30 - 13.30 - first round S7
- 13.30 - 14.30 - second round S7
- 15.00 - Prize giving

In case of bad weather or any other case the organizer reserves a right to change the timetable.

PRELIMINARY ENTRIES: All the participants are kindly requested to confirm the Participation on the Webform http://andritzspacecup.lmkhas.sk or mail lmkhas@lmkhas.sk. Deadline for the preliminary check-in is 6.Jun 2016.

OTHER INFORMATION: Other additional information will be posted on the site http://andritzspacecup.lmkhas.sk

CONTACT PERSON: Attila Csontos
Phone: +421 949 450 767
lmkhas@lmkhas.sk

It is strictly prohibited crossing runway by car or motorbike. Organizer has right to exclude competitor in case of violation.
Way to LESIK from Airfield